I.L.T. Is Host to N.E. Merrow Next Weekend
Varsity Best W. P. L. Lose To Mass. State
In Triangular Meet
The exciting season officially opened for the Boston Terriers in a triangular between Boston College, Brown, and the Terriers. This meet, which is
held here at Tech for the first time, was scheduled for last Wednesday evening and will be Friday evening and the finals, in
which the top six men in each event will participate, were run this morning.
Friday afternoon.
Wrestling schedule calls for the Terriers to face off against Trinity, Williams, and Wesleyan in the Triangular Meet with Boston College and N.E. Friday. The
line-up was 68 to 62 as the Terriers
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Tech Tourney Won By Ridgde
Take Class A Final
As Brackenfree Nips Chelsmorf In Class B
Ridge Tech defeated Chelmsford 24-10 in the final of the twentieth Annual Track Championship
meat Saturday in the Hanger Gym. A nine-per-cent Chelmsford crowd watched the meet from the
two sides of the gym. The meet was four
right corner in the last 18 seconds of the tour-
when he lost to Bohnet of
\[...

Interclass Crew Race Called Off Indefinitely
The interclass crew race scheduled
when a number of the crew boys were
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Swordsmen Face Harvard Tonight, After Seventh Win
Sharbone, Ackerman, Van Wickie Expected To Sweep Fills
The seventh straight victory will be the goal of the Terriers this evening when they meet Harvard. A clear sweep of the fillies is expected from Beaver
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Skiing Champions Return From Win (Continued from Page 1)
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Sculpture
Harvard Square Only
Regular $6.00

- 3½ %

Reduction on ALL
SKI BINDINGS, POLES AND BOOTS
and C. C. M. Hockey and Figure Skates

Regular $6.00 Steel edges
Now $4.50

- Buy Now and Save -